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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
))wring the SL -2 Skylab mission, field measurements were
performed at selected ground sites in order to provide compara-
tive calibration measurements for the EREP sensors.. Specifically,
the solar (400 to 1300 nm - namometers) and thermal (8-14 um -
micrometers) were addressed.
Sites employed for the thermal measurements consisted of
"warm" and "cold" water lakes.	 These included Lake Pleasant,
Arizona ("warm water"), Vallecito Reservoir, Colorado ("cold
water"), and Twin Lakes Reservoir, Colorado ("cold water"). 	 In
general, the thermal brightness temperature of the lake water,
the temperature and humidity profile above the lake, and near
surface meteorology (wind speed, pressure, etc.) were measured
near the time of overpass.
Sites employed for the solar radiation measurements
included two desert type sites - Wilcox Playa, Arizona and the
Great Salt Lake Desert, Utah. 	 Ground measurements consisted of
direct solar radiation - optical depth, diffuse solar radiation,
total solar radiation, target directional (normal) reflectance,
i target Hemispherical reflectance, and near surface meteorology
E (wind speed, pressure, etc.)
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2.0 THERMAL INFRARED CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES
2.1 INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES
The thermal (8-14 }im) brightness temperature of the lake
waters were measured with a Barnes PRT-5 Radiation Thermometer.
I
This instrument has a sensitivity range of -20 0C to +750C, a
field-of-view of 2 0 , an accuracy of .50C, and a stability
(electronics) of better than .1%. A detailed calibration of
t	
this instrument was performed and is given in the appendim.
A Colspan Environmental Systems Co. LARS (Low Altitude
j
	
	
Rocket System) was used to measure the altitude distribution'
of atmospheric temperature and humidity. This system is
comprised of a 25 in. rocket and launch pad, (capable of a
3300 ft. altitude ascent), and a ground receiving station
(403 MHz). The rocket is launched on-site, ascends to approxi-
mately 3300 ft. above terrain, deploys a parachute, and during
descent measures temperature (coated bead thermistor) and
humidity (radiosonde carbon element, ML-476). The system
accuracy equals the accuracy of the sensors plus 1.0% of
recorder span. The temperature sensors accuracy is + . 20C from
0 t 500C and ± .40C from -40 to 00C. The humidity sensors
accuracy is + 5% above 0°C, with an operating range of 10 to 100%
R.S. Detailed calibration and analysis techniques for this system
are given in the appendix.
-2-
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Near surface meteorology measurements were taken with a
conventional sling psychrometer wet bulb and dry bulb, a cup
anemometer, and an aneroid barometer. Accuracy of the wet
bulb temperatures is l op , the barometer accuracy is ± .1 in. of
Hg, and the wind speed measurements have a ± 2 m.p.h. accuracy.
2.2 MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES
2.2.1 Lake Pleasant, Arizona
Date: 03 Jun 1973
EREP Pass: 3; Groundtrack: 6; Revolution: 290/291
Site Coordinates: 33052'N; 1120161W
Time of Overpass: 154:19:25:46 GMT
2.2.1.1 General Conditions: Low cumulus clouds build up
commenced about 1000 MST in the North and South. By overpass
cumulus approached 300 above horizon and other scattered cumulus
around perimeter of horizon. No cirrus clouds were visible,
--I
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2.2.1.2	 Near Surface Meteorology
Table 2.1	 Pleasant Lake Near Surface Meteorology
IARO-	 WIND
TIME	 DRY	 WET	 METRIC	 SPEED/
(MST)	 BULK	 BULB	 PRESSURE DIRECTION	 LOCATION
1152	 Calm	 On Lake
At Airport
1205	 28.42 in
(721.9
1215	 890F	 67*F	 At Airoort
(31.7 0 C)	 (19.4*C)
1220	 31.8*C	 At Airport
(89.20F)
1225
	 4-6 mph
from NW
1232	 81OF	 680F	 At Lake
(27.2*C)	 (20.00C)
2.2.1.3	 Temperature and Humidity Profile: 	 A rocket sonde wag
launched to 3300 ft (1.005 km) above terrain.
	
Upon descent
temperature
.
and humidity were measured.
	 However, the descent
parachute failed to deploy. 	 This necessitated a special analysis
technique that is explained in the Appendix.
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the temperature and humidity profile
as a function of altitude above sea level (A.S.L.) immediately
above the site.
The rocket sonde was launched at an airport landing strip 7
located approximately 1.5 miles (2.42 km) south of the lake and at
an altitude of 200 feet (61 meters) above the lake level. 	 Launch
was at +5 min. of overpass.
-4-
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2.2.1.4 Brightness Temperature: Radiometric temperatures were taken
at five different locations on the lake. Three of the locations are
in the middle of the lake and two locations were near the banks at the
lake. Measurements were made from a small boat., The data analyses are
given in the Appendix. A map of the lake is shown in Figure 2.3 dis-
playing the locations of measurements and an information box outlining
times and brightness temperatures. Measurements were made ± 35 min.
of overpass.
2.2.2 Vallecito Reservoir, Colorado
Date: 05 June 1973
EREP Pass: 5; Ground Track: 34;'Revolution: 318/319
Site Coordinates:	 37°25'N; 107°33'W
Time of Overpass:	 156:17:59:16 GMT
2.2.2.1 General Conditions: The atmospheric conditions was
extremely clear during all data collections.
2.2.2.2 Near Surface Meteorology:
Table 2.2 Vallecito Near Surface Meteorology
TIME	 DRY	 WET	 BAROMETRIC WIND SPEED
(MDT)	 BULB	 BULB	 PRESSURE & DIRECTION	 LOCATION
1025	 22.92 in
of Hg
E
1030 52°F 42°F
(11.1°C) (5.6°C)
11.10 55°F At Boat Dock
(12.8°C)
1135 5 mph from	 At Inlet
S.E.
1140 59°F 49°F At Inlet
(15.0°C) (9.4°C)
-	
1200 52°F 49 0F 1200 ft
(11.1°C) (3.3°C) (.366 km)
above lake
-8-
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2.2.2.3 Temperature and Humidity Profile: A rocket sonde
electronics package was dropped from a helicopter at an altitude
of 15,000 ft (4.57 km) A.S.L..and descended to the ground level
of 7,850 ft (2.39 km) A.S.L.. The drop was successful and data
reduction was straight forward. The sonde descended on a
parachute at a constant velocity of 26 ft/sec (7.925 meters/sec).
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the temperature and humidity pro-
F
file as a function of altitude.(A.S.L.) 'immediately above the
site. The ground receiving station was located on the lake and
i
the sonde landed near the shoreline.
A temperature range from -0.60C to 17.00C and a humidity
range from 9.5% to 39% was measured. Drop time of sonde was at
+15 min of overpass.
2.2.2.4 Brightness Temperature: Radiometric temperatures were
taken during two time intervals. The first observations were made
from a helicopter at an altitude of 300 ft (91.44 meters) above a
i
lake level detecting a nearly constant brightness temperature
around the perimeter of the lake about 1/3 the distance towards
the middle. The second set of measurements were taken during
1
overpass from a boat located near the middle of the lake. Calibra-
tion corrections were applied to the field data as explained in
the appendix.
tf
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A map of the reservoir is shown in Figure 2.6 displaying
i
in parenthesis the brightness temperatures taken by air -50 min.
of overpass and the location of the boat measurements and
temperatures in parenthesis next to boat box. 	 Boat measurements
were taken from -9 min. to +16 min. of overpass.
I
j
i
2.2.3	 Twin Lakes Reservoir, Colorado
Date:	 11 Jun 1973
EREP Pass:	 8; Ground Track: 48; Revolution: 403/404
Site Coordinates:	 39005 1N; 106°20'W
Time of Overpass:	 162:15:17:08	 GMT
2.2.3.1	 General Conditions:	 Atmospheric conditions were not
desirable because of high altitude cirrus clouds that persisted
throughout the mission.
2.2.3.2	 Near Surface iieteorology
Table 2.3	 Twin Lakes Near Surface Meteorology
TIME DRY	 WET	 BAROMETRIC	 WIND SPEED
(MDT) BULB	 BULB	 PRESSURE	 & DIRECTION	 LOCATION	 COMMENTS
0850 0 mph	 Middle of	 Lake very
Lake	 smooth
0917 62°F	 490F 	 Middle of	 Air temp
(16.7°C)	 (9.4°C)	 Lake	 170C
1045 49°F	 380F	 Independ-	 Pass
(9.40C)	 (	 °C)	 ence
snowfield
-13-
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3.0 SOLAR RADIATION CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES
3.1 INSTRUMENTATION AND TECHNIQUES
I.S.C.O. (Instrumentation Specialties Co.) spectroradiometers
were used to measure direct, diffuse and total solar radiation,
and target reflectance from 400 to 1300 nm (nanometers). This
instrument uses a wedge-interference filter system with a 15 nm
bandwidth over the 400 to 750 nm region and a 30 nm bandwidth
over the 750 to 1300 nm region. The sensing element is a stable,
precision planar photodiode, and a light chopper system permits
automatic zero and dark current adjustments 160 times a second.
The instrument uses a fiber optics probe with a diffuser mounted
on the end, as the light gathering element. The diffuser is
made of Teflon and has a true cosine response.
The total and diffuse solar radiation were measured by
i
simply placing the diffuser face up and level at the end of a
tripod extension arm. The diffuse solar radiation was obtained
by shading the diffuser from the direct solar beam. One complete
-I.S.C.O. instrument, including an automatic scanning recorder,
was used for these measurements along with measurements of target
directional and hemispherical reflectance.
The targets hemispherical reflectance was derived by first
measuring the incoming total solar radiation and second, turning
the diffuser over (180 0) and measuring the up welling radiation 	 k
-18.
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from the target. Each scan, from 400 to 1300 nm required about
3 minutes time. During all scans, the broad-band (400-1100 nm) total
solar radiation was measured with a Y.S.I. pyranometer. 	 This
allowed detection of any erratic changes in incoming solar
radiation, during the ISCO scans.	 Iii
The targets directional, normal to the surface, reflectance
i
was measured by removing the diffuser from the fiber optics
collector and measuring the radiance from a calibrated "white"
and "gray" reflectance standards, and -then measuring the
radiance from the target. The area viewed was approximately a
5 in. diameter circle.
The direct solar beam was measured with an ISCO spectro-
i
radiometer operated in the manual scan mode. This results in
maximum accuracy, wavelength integrity, and precision. This is
required for maximum accuracy on subsequent derivations of
atmospheric optical depth. A 6 o collimator was attached over
the dif'frser collector in order to measure the direct beam.
The ISCO spectroradiometer was laboratory calibrated using
i
a ribbon filament tungsten type standard (traceable to N.B.S.) 	 7
lamp. This results in an absolute accuracy of ± 4% on the 400
to, 750 nm region, and a ± 7% absolute accuracy in the 750 to
1300 nm region. The results of the calibration of the IS.C.O.
(SR30109) used to measure total and diffuse solar radiation,
-19-
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are given in the appendix. The I.S.C.O. was calibrated in terms
of wavelength at the factory; plus, continuous checks are made
by periodically placing a Schott BG-36 filter, having known
absorption bands, in the light path. The I.S.C.O. recorded data
can be read to .5%, and has been found to be repeatable to
i
approximately 1 to 3%, depending on wavelength and gain setting.
t
3.2 MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES
3.2.1 Great Salt Lake Desert, Utah
Date: 05 Jun 1973
EREP Pass: 3; Ground Track 34; Rev. 318/319
Time of overpass: 156:17:57:45 GMT
k
P
3.2.1.1 Total and Diffuse Solar Radiation
The absolute (microwatts cm 2 nm-1) quantities of total and
diffuse solar radiation, near time of overpass, are shown in
Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The ratio of diffuse to total solar
radiation is shown in Figure 3.3; this is a parameter that is
sensitive to atmospheric clarity/aerosols. As such, it will be
useful for subsequent analyses of sensor performance, and for
comparisons of atmospheric clarity between different test sites
and for different times.
Several measurements of total and diffuse solar radiation
were made during the period prior to and after the overpass.
The raw spectroradiometer data was overy
 iewed for repeatibility/
precision. The data closest to overpass was then analyzed for
absolute quantities.
*575 nm point is interpolated using spectral/intensity character
of Figure 3`.19.
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3.2.1.2 Atmospheric Optical Depth
The atmospheric optical depth was determined by making measure-
ments of the direct solar beam as a function of atmospheric air
mass, m.	 The air mass is given as sec 00 , where Oo is the
solar zenith angle, for angles of less than 70°. This was the
case for all measurements. If the atmosphere is clear and
stable, the output of the spectroradiometer can be plotted vs
the air mass, resulting in a linear relationship, on a semi-log
plot, as shown in Figures 3.4 - 3.8. This relationship can be
expressed as:
M=-T Sec Oo
Me 0
{ or
1nM =-T sec ^o + 1nM0
where M is the measured direct solar beam meter reading of
the spectroradiometer,	 T is the atmospheric optical depth, M 
is the spectroradiometer meter reading if the direct solar beam
would be measured outside of the atmosphere. Hence, it can be
seen from the above equation that- T is the slope of the curve,
M o is the y axis intercept, and M and sec E)o are the variables
The atmospheric optical depth, for the Great Salt Lake
Desert overpass, is shown in Figure 3.9. Also shown are compara-
tive measurements made with an Eppley photometer.
—24
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3.2.1.3 Target Hemispherical and Directional Reflectance;
The hemispherical reflectance of the target is shown in Figure
3.10. This was derived by ratioing the amount of up welling (180°)
solar radiation coming from the target to the amount of incoming
total (180°) solar radiation. The collecting diffuser was
positioned about 6 in. above the target surface. Since the
diffuser has a true cosine response, it has a selective response in
terms of target area. This response is shown in Figure 3.11. It
is evident that a great percentage of the up welling target
radiance originates from the first few feet from directly beneath
the diffuser. Hence, the hemispherical reflectance measurement
is representative os such an area.
The directional reflectance of the target was measured by
removing the diffuser from the end of the fiber optics probe.
This resulted in a 5 in. diameter area being observed by the sensor.
The target was observed normal (90°) to its surface. The reflect-
ance was determined by measuring the radiance (not absolute) from
calibrated "white" and "gray" cards; then measuring the radiance 	 k. 1,
of the target. The reflectance of the target can then be
determined by using the curves shown in Figures 3.12 to 3-.15.
The points shown on these curves correspond to the radiance
measured from the cards vs their reflectance. The measurements
of the target radiance can then be used to determine target reflectance.
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The resultant target reflectance is shown in Figure 3.1b. The
card calibrations are shown in Figure 3.17.
As with the total and diffuse measurements,	 iteasure-
ments of hemispherical and directional measurements were made prior
1
to and following the overpass. The measurements were overviewed
for repeatibility/precision, and then the one(s) nearest to over-
pass were fully analyzed.
3.2.1.4 Near Surface Meteorology
Wet bulb temperature -540F i
Dry bulb temperature -730F
Wind speed - 4 to 8 m.p.h.
Wind Direction - WSW
Pressure - 26.0 in of Hg.
3.2.1.5 General Conditions
Completely cloud free conditions existed throughout all data
taking. Atmospheric conditions could be considered as "hazy".
A resident of the general area commented that "it was hazy"
compared to other clear days.
i
The target surface appeared to be fairly uniform with an
occasional small white spot,caused by salt precipitation. The
surface measured extended for approximately .5 mile in the
north-south direction, and approximately .8 mile in the east
west direction. Within this area, little or no vegetation was
present. The location of the target area is shown in Figure 3.18.
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3.2.2 Wilcox Playa, Arizona
Date: 07 Jun 1973
EREP Pass: 3, Ground Track 6; Rev. 290/291
Time of Overpass: 154:19:26:27 GMT
3.2.2.1 Total and Diffuse Solar Radiation
The absolute quantity of total solar radiation, near time of
overflight, is shown in Figure 3.19. It was not possible to
obtain measurements of the diffuse solar radiation because of
intermittent shadowing caused by small cumulus clouds. In order
to assure that the total measurement was indeed representative
of conditions, two separate measurements were analyzed (1213 and
1230 MST) and compared. As shown in Figure 3.19; the measure-
ments are quite consistent.
3.2.2.2 Atmospheric Optical Depth
Ground observations indicated a definite haze layer existing over
the Playa area during early morning and cumulus build up. The
unstable conditions are shown in Figure 3.20.- It is evident
that the optical depth was a function of time and it was quite
variable; unlike the stable conditions at the Great Salt Lake
Desert reported in the preceedng sections.
The atmospheric optical". dt?orh., near the time of overpass,
	k	 can be derived by
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where M 	 is taken from the Great Salt Lake Desert analysis
(Figures 3.4 to 3.8).	 The results are shown. in Figure 3.21.
3.2.2.3	 Target Hemispherical and Directional Reflectance
The hemispherical and directional reflectance of the target
were derived in the manner discussed in 3.2.1.3. 	 However, the
intermittent shadowing resulted in an incomplete directional
reflectance determination. 	 The target hemispherical reflectance
is shown in Figure 3.22.	 The partial directional reflectance is
shown in Figure 3.23, along with the corresponding hemispherical
reflectance.	 It is evident that the target is of sufficient
uniformity that the two types of reflectance are similar.
	 The
directional reflectance vs intensity is shown in Figures 3.24
and 3.25.	 The calibrated cards, as shown in Figure 3. 17, were
used at Wilcox Playa also.
3.2.2.4	 Near Surface Meteorology
Wet Bulb Temperature	 - 580F
Dry Bulb Temperature	 - 80°F
Wind Speed -	 6 m.p.h.
Wind Direction - WSW
Pressure - 25.80 in of Hg.
i
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3.2.2.5	 General Conditions
As discussed previously, a definite baze layer existed over the
G
playa area during early morning (0730 - 0900 MST). 	 This was
followed by buildup of small, scattered cumulus clouds that
E caused intermittant shadowing of the playa.
The playa appeared, both from the ground and from the air,
F to be an extremely uniform surface. 	 The site is shown in Fig. 3.26.
3.2.3	 Independence Pass, Colorado
` Date:	 11 Jun 1973
EREP Pass:	 8, Ground Track 218, Rev. 403/404
Time of Overpass:	 162 :15:16:38 GMT
3.2.3.1	 Total and Diffuse Solar Radiation, Target Reflectance
and Optical Depth - It was originally thought ("EREP Ground
Truth Data Summary, Martin Marietta Denver") that the solar
radiation and reflectance data could be processed despite
presence of high cirrus -clouds during the overpass. 	 However,
detailed inspection indicates variances large enough to make
any detailed analysis of the data illogical.
3.2.3.2	 Near Surface Meteorology
Wet Bulb Temperature - 380F
Dry Bulb Temperature - 490F
3.2.3.3	 Snow Brightness Temperature
-2.5°C at 1045 Local Time (MDT)
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3.2.3.4 General Conditions
High cirrus clouds were present and made atmospheric conditions
variable.
0
APPENDIX A
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATIONS,
rMSC-05531
1I
1.0 CALIBRATION AND ANALYSES TECHNIQUES FOR THE ROCKETSONDE SYSTEM
1.1 TEMPERATURE
The temperature range is divided into 400 data points of 8
ranges and 50 data points per range. The level of the current is
essentially linear in relationship to temperature. To calibrate
the temperature a potentiometer is adjusted in the field just prior
to launch. The potentiometer adjusts the slope of current versus
temperature and is adjusted to correspond to a specific data point
on the calibration readout table. The specific data point is the
ambient temperature as measured with a mercury thermometer.
1.2 HUMIDITY
The humidity range is divided into 200 data points of 4 ranges
and 50 data points per range. As with temperature the current is
essentially linear in relationship to the humidity as related to
the carbon: resistance gradient across the hygristor. There also
exist 4 different current ratios with respect to temperature, the
center of the ranges at -40 0C, 00C, +250C, and +40 aC. To calibrate
the humidity sensor in the field a precision 20k ohm resistor re-
places the hygristor and corresponds to 33% humidity on all temp-
erature ranges. With the resistor in place the humidity calibra-
tion potentiometer is adjusted to correspond to 33% humidity from
the humidity calibration table.
F
^ `
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1.3 ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES OF ROCKETSONDE STRTPCHART DA's`..
1.3.1 General
The stripchart recorders, both temperature and humidity,
travel at 2.5 sec/'" + 1% and are lined in 4" divisions. During
a normal launch, expulsion occurs where the afterbody is separated
from the electronics package, 6-7 seconds after launch at approxi-
mately ;300 ft. The temperature electronics requires 4 time con-
stants (10 sec.) to stabilize and the humidity electronics requires
2 time constants (5 sec.) to stabilize. At expulsion the after-
body descends on one parachute and the electronics on a separate
parachute. The descent rate of the electronic: is 24 to 26 ft/sec
(7.315 to 7.925 meters/sec) under normal circumstances. The lower
constant velocity is near sea level and the faster velocity is for
higher altitudes A.S.L. Should the parachute not open or only
partially deploy an assumption has to be made that rocket will
free-fall with a certain amount of drag associated with the free
fall. This was the case at both Lake Pleasant and Twin Lakes.
The data sheets to which the stripcharts data is transposed is
shown in Table A-I for an example. The first column defines the
number of 1/4" divisions on the stripchart that have ,elapsed since
expulsion. The second column is the range and specific data point
at that instant on the stripchart. Example: 7-35.5 is range 7
and 35.5 magnitude out of a possible . 50.0. The third column isra p
the time expired since expulsion and is derived by multipling
A-2
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TEMPERATURE_ HUMIDITY	 LOCATION pleasant Lake, AZ
DATE o6-o3-73
NOTES: 1. Recorder travels at 2.5 see/}t" div.
20. Parachute did not open.
3• Time to landingfrom expulsion = 18.25 see. Upon vendors recommendation,
assume as expulsion altitude of 3300 ft and v = 0 ft/sec. Altitude and
dv/dt -A at = A, where: A a Altitude; a : acceleration descent constant;
and t a time.	 I4 a (18.25)2 = 3300 n> a= 19.8161
TABLE A-I. Pleasant Lake Rocketsonde Temperature Data Street
A-3
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column 1 by 2.5. The fourth column defines the altitude descended
from expulsion and is derived from the descent velocity. The fifth
column is the altitude A.S.L. This is derived by adding 3300 ft
(1.005km) to the ground level, or if the sonde was dropped the alti-
tude at drop becomes the reference. The fourth column is then sub-
tracted to give the altitude A.S.L. The sixth column is a direct
conversion of the raw data from the calibration tables.
1.3.2 Lake Pleasant, AZ Profile
Two problems occurred; incorrect field calibration of
temperature and the parachute did not deploy. The first problem
was corrected by consulting with the manufacturer of the rockcetsonde
who provided 1KMLC with a conversion formula to convert an incorrect
current slope to the correct one. The current slope and formula
have been explained in the above paragraph and Table A-I. The
second problem was corrected by applying a drag influenced free-
fall formula A = 1/2 a t 2 , where: A is altitude, t is time, and
a is an acceleration descent constant. At Lake Pleasant the ex-
puLsion altitude assumed was 3300 ft (1.005km). The sonde descended
to the ground in 18.25 seconds. This was found by finding the num-
ber of 1/4" (7.30) between expulsion and Landing and multiplying
that number by 2.5. Next the constant "a" is calculated by in-
serting the time and altitude into the free fall formula A = 1/2
pp
	 a t 2 ; this gives an acceleration of 19.816 ft/sect , The altitude
A-4
CO)
1
l
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was calculated at any point in time between expulsion and landing
by using 1/2 (19.81) t1 = 3300-A, Table A-I shows the conversion
of raw data to temperature as a function of altitude and table A-I'I
shows the conversion of raw data to humidity as a function of alti-
tude.
1.3.3 Vallecito Reservoir, CO, Profile
The only deviation from a normal launch was the sonde elec-
tronics package was dropped from a helicopter at 15,000 ft (4.57km)
A.S.L. For data reduction purposes, that altitude is considered the
expulsion altitude. The rest of the data reduction follos the basic
format as explained previously. Table A-III shows the conversion
of raw data to temperature as a function of altitude and Table A-IV
shows the conversion of raw data to humidity as a function of alti-
tude.
1.3.4 Twin Lakes Reservoir, CO, Profile
A problem with parachute deployment was once more encountered.
The afterbody remained attached and was entangled in the parachute
and the electronics package. The free fall formula explained
previously was applied. The time from expulsion to landing was
45.75 seconds, indicating an acceleration of 3.15 ft/sect . The
altitude was calculated at any point in time between expulsion and
landing by using 1/2 (3.153) t i
	3300 - A, Table A-V shows the
conversion of raw data to temperature versus altitude and table
A-VI shows the conversion of raw data to humidity versus altitude.
A-5
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1.3.5	 Temperature/Humidity Lag With Respect to Altitude
i
Due	 the temperature	 humidityto the response times of	 and
sensors, their exists a lag between the temperature and humidity
readings and the exact altitude that they were actually
encountered.	 This lag time translates to an altitude lag, depend-
ing upon the descent velocity of the sensors.
In all cases (Lake Pleasant, Vallecito, and Twin Lakes)
four time constants (10 sec) for the temperature sensor, and
two time constants (5 sec) for the humidity sensor were allowed
for initial stabilization with the atmosphere.	 After this
initial stabilization, the manufacturer advises a maximum of
2.5 second response time* for the temperature sensor and a 1.5'
second response time* for the humidity sensor, for the nominal
descent rate of 25 ft/sec.
The Vallecito data was nominal, having a descent rate
of 25 ft/sec.	 This results in a maximum of a 62 ft, altitude
vs. temperature lag and a 38 ft. altitude vs. humidity lag.
Considering the total altitude coverage was slightly greater
than 7,000 ft.
	
the altitude vs. temperature /humidity lag is not
considered to be significant for the Vallecito profile.
The Twin Lakes and Pleasant Lake data were taken with
the sensors accelerating toward the ground.
	 Therefore, the
altitude vs. temperature humidity lag is a function of
altitude.	 The magnitude of this lag is determined by the
acceleration of the sensor, the response time of the sensor,
and the amount of elapsed time from sensor expulsion from the
rocket (at 3300 ft. above terrain).	 The mean altitude lag
(Az) over a given time interval can be derived by
_ t
	
+ tAz	 o 	 n
-1	 x a x RT
2
*Based on private communications with the manufacturer, these
time responses represent a worst case situation.
A-6 ri
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where to
 is a given point in time in the descent, corresponding
to the "time from expulsion" given in Tables A-1, A-II, A-III,
A-IV, A-V, and A-VI; and t o-1 , is the time corresponding to the
immediate preceding interval. The term a is the acceleration
constant, and RT is the response time of the sensor. The
corrected altitude (Z) that corresponds to the temperature/
humidity values given in the above tables is then
I
Z=Z +Az
where Z is the altitude given in the above table. The corrected
altitudes have been computed in this manner and are listed in the
following tables.
D
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ROCKETSONDE EVALUATION DATA
UMBER 0 F ti' RAW DATA
	
i .I ME F R6F	 •	 AL-FITIITT=^JTEI`1ir OR FiUPi"
EXPULSION	 IFROM ST.CH .	 EXPULSION	 ' REF: 5120	 I(ABSOLUTE^ 	 IFROM TABLE	 COMMENTS
2.60 1-23.2 r--
	
a5_ so(.
__ , 8. o ---.__
414_.it ._
.. _ -_ 6^4^ _
A	 1 it -^44$6.
—
?l
_.. 
35.5
3.20-
__ _ 1-23tk
• 1-2 11.0__—
-lZ 	 .-_
_ 
_
5 9.15 1-24.^ _ 125--- -] 64? ^7 ^^
5,90	 _ 1-25-0 ---14.75—
6.64 _. 1=25 . 7 -
--2.30 ......_.=334SL— __ 1820 _ _ __ $_ -	 _
NOTES Upon _ ^i .sha^^n^ic har ecrfteae	 a _
'hilt	 i iRheliexs - Pon
*Above s ea level
TEMPERATURE	 HUMIDITY X	 LOCATION Pleasant Lake, AZ
DATE 06-03-73
	 ^_
NOTES: 1. See notes on Temperature Data Sheet
TABLE A-II. Pleasant Lake Rocketsonde Humidity Data Sheet
A-8
a
4
t►^cn_ncc^^
	
I	 \
r	 _'
ROCKETSONDE EVALUATION DATA
UMBER OF Y' l RAW DAT^IMErrROff 77Z	 T	 lEMP-0
EXPULSIONFROM ST.CH.1 EXPULSION	 REF: 15,OOa(ABSOLUTE)*iFROM TABLE'll COMMENTS
1.00 4-28.7__l
_.^ 2.50 soC_1^
°.6 __. 55ft^-^ 25Q
141931-ft..
4.750
- 0.60-C
3.85--- ,-. 4-3	 9- ' =
11. 5 .4 7 .0 :2.57	 . -	 r 14 , 250
-''q-.,''.__AA-
- =1,.`4.0'
x,_.000
__14,C,00_ 
34_750.-. --
3.50a _
3.3 000__
254_.
---1+15 __
- 
1..70 _	 --
--
-43 0 -ka-0 _T_
-57- 60
-b .31_- ---
:22_._
__ a6,,5Q
.- 96=7;	 --.
-. 77
r
4-46.0 -1
-5-='5-_ .2
5-10.8-- _
- ^.	 _
 -34D- -
-
_^__----
4,6 _=
3804.
- --^500 126S 	 _ --- -5-
_ 5.90-.-
6.65
-7.30--
 A- 00
.6o -
'Q
---__
-
42
- 2s 6 ._.. _755.2 2 _-'
x.11.38
144.2
F z89
-
-=2-•75!0-- - -
-
 0
A4
- 
.1? 1254_
--11,
_11,500-
  
1,250 -_.
09
4.6.15
- . -23.0_ _
,44
3,$
-
-. 9-31.2__ _5 .69
61. 54
5-34.6
5-3$
- ^5 _ - _ 9 .80
69.23 -4. 5W 10, 500
--
1 2.1
_2at
-
- -i2.gn -
7 .92 _
80.77
--6- 6.0
- 9.5
84.62 6-12.9
- 59S? . -
-- ---- --
_ _$86 -_6_.16..3. ..x.21.15-- _5.? _ - ;4.20 -
15
_..	 16..
_-16-_40
--_ -
9 .15 -24^
6-22 . 6
7
i 2.-,_b
250.Ch^ _ _
_2^9_.62,_._w___
269..23-
-
_6 250 --
8 5QD
_$.2^
	
._._._
I
^.-
	
-
100.00 -60 500
__ ^5 •?50
-
to :8 ^_34.E__.
07.69
ilo.00
_^-
_
i
eaL^
H ll
f	 i
'
LAUNCH: 121 . .
TEMPERATURE X	 HUMIDITY	 LOCATION Lake Vallecito, CO
-	 a
DATE 05-05-73
c
NOTES: Rocketsonde was droo ped from 'elicooter at 15,0n0 ft. _*1A0 ft,
dasceh f rata = 96 ff%snc
TABLE A-III.	 Vallecito Reservoir Rocketsonde Tem perature Data Sheet
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RAW DATA
ST.CH.,
ROCKETSONDE
TIME FROM
EXPULSION
EVALUATION DATA
ALT
REF- 15	 00rj i(ABSOLUTE)*	 11".3V	 _At,')'_E
Lc
500	 j4,5N_,_,
Q
0
-2.
_0
NUMBER OF ;t ,
EXPULSION	 !FROM COMMENTS
_1.00 __1-10.3
_;Lj•^
8.8
7. 0
1-12.2
1-11.6
-4.11 1 54
_19.23--
.69
26,91
8 . 4
67 .3?
2 'r' 0-5- 19, _Q- --
.1.8X____
--192,7-742._jL__ 1-12.0
__--22250 __12 250 --.17,-Z-
17.5--
-1 &-3-
46.15
-A _2 I;n
'520-
_12.000
-
11,500134 .62	 1
_-57.69, l- 9.3 144.23 _11j250 -Atl
19 3 85 --- m4--,-Q9-O -_L4200- 15-5
!i-3B_ 1 IP - 0 163-46 -4-;";0	 - 10 .750 19
__k9, 23 1-11.5 _4;5^09_1095QQ 17
_73-4E____ i- 9.5-- 182. 69 -4. 7 -IQ*250-- 15,
1- 9.0 192.31 -as000 10.000 1495
-80,77 1-	 .0	 . 201.92 - 5 i 250 cq) - .750 12.5
84.M6
04^
-1-- ,6
1- ZF
211.54 _9;. I;w
9C,
4-
; Lo ^
I;-> - a
221.15 -5 ; ?50 9;250 9. 7
92.39-
15--
103 B3, -
107,69--1-2 7-0-
1- 4.9
1- 4 o
1- 4 .1-
-1-12.0
1-27.0
_?3Q,77__
24o. 38----
-25-Q QQ---
P 59 ,62
P69- 23
275.00
*Above sea
___=k,Q09
-6 . 250
-6 15QQ-
_6S711
-7- 19;0
-9 QW-,
_3,500__
_8,250
ow
7 8 an
10.5
9.5
10.0
39.0---
_.___-391Q
reache-d-3
at
level
: 121
LAND:__
ITI
MDT
IT: 4 min nor.
TEMPERATURE	 HU141DITY_X_	 LOCATION Lkp y,jjpcj tn , (,n
DATE 0s -is- 7 3-
NOTES: See notes on temperature data sheet
TABLE A-IV. Vallecito Reservoir Rocketsonde humidity Data Sheet
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ROCKETSONDE EVALUATION DATA
NUMBER OF ;4'
EXPULSION
RAW DATA	 +
FROM ST.CH. j
T TmE-RRJ^ f-
EXPULSION
H^ITUDE -
REF:	 i (ABSOLL14-r-4
A
FROM TABLE COMMENTS
4.^0 6- 8. - 10.E	 sec - 182 ft 12	 6 _ ft^ 12.	 -C =
5 .025-- 6-12.0 12.56 - ;24 12,.801  -_13.4
-
683--12, -
6.4 -
6-14.2
..0-.
18.12_
'	 ^._
-	 18	 _
.2,Czt6
12,	 2-
13-
13.8
02 -16. -20.5_ - 66 12- 14.2
---
9.0 6-18.8	
--.
_22_ 5
^^C
C - 7
9^
^(8 12^ ,
a
5
X
1
(
4
,
66
.4 6-19 . 7 ,2RSL 1 - SLX^L.._ G .12Q
-
12.
6_2]
.a^
6-24.--24.-,
._^^n-ui
^^
-1;-::5
150 11 ^^.. _._1 .6
_
_
12.9	
--
-P4.ti	
-
_.	 _.
32.25	 _ -1640 11,410 15-7
3.4 6-25 .o 3 . 6?5 -1783
_
11 267 15 .8
-,__
-^_-
_
13 .8_5__
14.4
6-25.3_
-26.7
4
36.0
-1890
-2043
1*1^
11,007 1690
15• -27.5 3B-- 5 -2337 10,713 16.25
16.25
16.75
	
_
17.0
6-29.?
6-31.0
6-32.4
40.625
41.8
4
.0
-2602
-2765
-2915
-
10, 448
10, 2.85
10,135
16.65_
16.
12.2
--i
6- 1 44 - 9.893_
i" 18 0 - 2. 45.125 -3210 9,840 17.15
18. 6-31.5 45975
TEMPERATURE a •_ HUMIDITY	 LOCATION Twdn Lakes Reservoirs CO
DATE 06-11-73
NOTES: 1. Recorder travels at 2.5 sec/)4" div.
2. Electronics and Afterbody attached to same parachute.
3. Time to landing from expulsion = 45.75 sec. Upon vendor ' s recommendation,
assume an expulsion altitude of 3300 ft and v = 0 ft/sec. Altitude and
dv/dt => )6 at2 = A l where: A = Altitude; a acceleration descent constant;
and t = time. A a (45.75) 2 = 3300 -> a - 3.153274209
TABLE A-V. Twin Lakes Rocketsonde Temperature Data Sheet
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TEMPERATURE	 HUMIDITY X	 LOCATION Twin Lakes Reservoir. Co
i
RAW DATA
FROM ST.CH. ,
1-24.
ROCKETSONDE
l TIMETFROff
EXPULSION
x•375
5.0
71 5
EVALUATIO14 DATA
TIT1JMr_ "; AETIlL'r^	 -"^(EIiP	 1iUf
REF: 13,0501(ABSOLUTE	 .^FROM TABLE
  - 
1_ft  J36PIN ft _
-
	 39	 13,.Qll-_.	 &
-
	 89 12, 961 r	 _. __57, 5
-.__ 
.$G1_^	 8Z--
- 2 246
.1aA	 -.
-	 55.	 ,.695-..__
_4a3_	 2, 56.7 _	 -3Q --
^
COMMENTS
NUMBER OF Yl
EXPULSION1.M
2 1 0
3 0
1-25.2
i-26.o
y
5.0 1-
-12.4
--
1-27.5__
1 5-n
_1^_.5
_$
.0 - 12 2 ?^_ 5-
_..__
39 . 51-2 .0 22.0
- 79
10.0 _ 1-28.5 25.0 - 985 12.o65 _40_
119 0
-2 ,2 -1192 1.1,858 4 .__.-
 _1--23..5- __30.0 _ 144.1_9 -U,.631
—N.
-
?38-
— 2. r55
-204 _11, 975 —__1110 ^_ _	 2..5_49 _
14. 1-45 .5 6.8 -2143 10.907
____15.65 1-46.1 39.125 -2413 lo. 637
6. -46.5 41,715 -
_
to
from ,
-19.6
-	 06 ;	 9,7 ^a
"
stripc
uncer ain
*Above s ea
_	
f
DATE 06-11-73
NOTES: 1. See notes on Temperature Data Sheet
s
r^p .f 	 TABLE A-VI. Twin Lakes Rocketsonde Humidity Data Sheet
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ROCKETSONDE ALTITUDE CORRECTIONS
RAk'
(Z')	 FT
COP01ECTION T
(AZ) FT
ACTUAJ
(Z)	 FT
TE1T.
(0c) t	 -^	 tn	 (n-1)
n	 n-1
2
4 IV5. 4 1v --
1,78
2c4 1,.	 1
4 
.5.9	 -----4, 624
4 6L9, 3?.6
3? .4
8. 25
18.0
89.741
1?8. 345
0" 4.458 3 . 2 20, 625 2o4.354
0 58
^,723
3 509
t
551-1
00
4.2,99
37 .0
36 9
22.25
23 . 25
2	 .625.4
220.454
230. 362
243. 9 86
665.7 --3 —^O 2 3 6.- 4 26.675 266 279
0 ?z3A 3 . 474 1 29 , 625 --- 2al	
- 
6
2 172 811.2 2 q.2,	 3 35.6 32.75 ---- 32 .4 9
1,	 0 35.5 351 ,736
1,820 34. 9 -
—4
—90—TES:	 2. 5 SECONDS AFVER LANDING TEMPERATURE TABqIZED Al 34.9-C AND
RE ILAINED AT THAT TEMPERATUPE UNTIL GROIND STATION WAS TURNED QPF
AP PROXIMATELY 1 KNUTE LATER,
LOCATION	 PLEASANT LAKE, AZ
	 DATE 06-05-73_
a a	 19.8161 FT/sEc	 RT	 2.5 SEC
(RESPONSE TIME)
NOTES: 1. 
-S —Z
	
to + 
t (n-1) ) 
a] RT
TABLE A-X Pleasant Lake Reservoir Altitude Correction Sheet
A-13
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3
ROCRETS'OIW ALTITUDE CORRECTIONS	 I
Rt+W	 ! CORRECTION	 ACTUAL	 II'CMIDITY	
^	
l	 t t
t	 .^ t	 n	 r,-^
701 9 797 02
215.5 02 34.5 1+.5 1415.66
4.176 263.8 4,442,,__, 4. ! ?- 1?5868
1 4,229 35.5 2.C?y75 
_
2!Q5.
^
3o8.4
4. 6 23.8 7:1 .' 2	 zl
2, 10. a 2` „ 6i2 z a,710
2,423 464.4 2,887 38 2- 3D9_ %'
1.82o
NOTE:	 UPCN
__
HYC.
LANDING STRIPCHART
RISTOR BELIEVED
INDICATED A SHARP RISE IN
C	 ON TMPAGT_ t
--
a
i
LOCATION	 PLEASANT LAKE, AZ DATE	 06-03-73
--	 j
a	 19.8161 FT/sFc RT	 1-.5 SEC
(RESPONSE TIRE)
NOTES: to + t(n-1)
1.	 sZ a RT
kk
.r . cy 2
TABLE A-XI Pleasant Lake Reservoir Altitude Correction Sheet
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ROCKETSONDE ALTITUDE CORRECTIONS
-	
(Z')	 FT
Z5
"5
12	 01
CO.RK,^=10:4
(fZ) FTI
42,4	 1
ACT,,-Ai^
(Z)	 F-A
12-,910
1.2.8q3
TEMP.
(00
12.6
13,4
t	 t
n	 (n-1)
10-?5
23.31
n	 n-1
2
16.949
36.?5
'612. , 63	 ---
12,387
109.6
123,2
134-5-
1-2. 21^
IP.?93
ic_ "'769
12,667
12, 539
1	 12.95
13,1
1^.d
14.2
27.81
31.25
38, 6?
43 84
49.270
60. 64
12 1 2^2 169.5 12.42! 14.6 43.o 6?1?95
12,170 181.8 12	 52 14.9 46.125
*	
2.72
11 4 825 203.0 i2,028 15.0 51-5 81,	 8197
11,6
1 9547
11.410
.
11,267
1
11,007
10,713
Ll^O
225.9
237.?
2 4 -8
259.7
a6^.o
2?6.4
293.6
311.9
'Ii.cio
11, 659
lj_t^27
111429
11.007
10,76o
1	 15.4
1	 15.
15
1,^
15.85
16.o
16.25
16.65
J2,3125
63,125
66, 5
70.625
?4.5
79.125
co - 61_90
1
P9.525
111.3
-	
50
11,7 459',
*124.	 1
K:^^
1
10,285 325.2 16.9 82.5
10.135 334.5 lo 469 1712 84,8?5 i33.8ir7
	 I
9.998 342.9 110.34 17.4 87.0 1 -57. -167
9, 893 349.8 10,243 17.0 88.75 139.927
9,840 354.3 10.194 17.15 8q.875, 141-700
9,750 -zr^-6.2 10,108 17-0 90.875 143 277
NOTE:	 TEM P^TERATURE SIGNAL LOST IMPACT, NO FURTHER M ^VE
LOCATION TWIN LAKSS RZSE2VCIR, CO	 DATE 06-11-73
a	 3.1532
NOTES:	
'n	 In-1)
2
TABLE A-XII Twin Lakes Reservoir Altitude Correction Sheet
A-15
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ROCKETSONDE ALTITUDE CORRECTIONS
E
RAW	 CORRFCTION	 ACTUAL	 ?;l iIDll t	 3	 t	 `` r
13,032 .0 1	 0 110 36_ 'x'775	 +321
---13.011
12.961
19,
29.6
13, 01
12,991
36.5
37.5
.. >?lyr}
12 .3 	:.
12,892
12.8o4
41.4
53.2
122939
12.857
38 17
-
2? . 5
	
_	 4"	 >t:
-32.5
-
-
12, 695 65 .0 12	 60 38.5
12.567 6. 12 64 3
12	 20 88 .7 12 ,509 39.5 37.5 1	 50t.- _
12 2 2 100. 3-21,3  3
'12.177
39.5
40
*2.5
4?. 52.o65 112.
11,858 124.2 11,982 40 .5 52.5 ??3
11.631 136 .0 11,767 41 57.5
_.^ '-0.	 57
11 14? .8 11 . ` 2.5
	
_; _- .,1 5 0
11,00? 162.0 11,162 49 68.51	 10•000
10.90? 2 0 1
1 51.5
?2.8,75	 114, 897
IIL	 ?'' •0	 119. 821f-
10 0 3Q 1 1 10 4Q 1.5 12.11
I 9 9857 205.2 10,062 60 6.	 136. 773
9,750 1	 214.6 9.965 62	 ^ 0. 143 .0 0
NOTE:	 HUM DITY SIGNAL LOST UPON IPA T, NO FWTHER MEASUR LENTS OBSERVED.i f
t i
LOCATION TWIN LAKES RESERVOIR, CO	 DATE 06--11-73
a	 3.1532 FT/SEC	 RT _1.5_ SEC
O
NOTES:
	
to + t (n-1)
1. eZ
	
a RT
TABLE A-XIII Twin Lmkee'Reservoir Altitude Correction Sh*et
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2.0	 CALIBRA3ION AND ANALYSES TECHNIQUES OF BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
j
2.1	 PRT-5 RADIATION THERMOMETER CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES
I
Calibration correction graphs, Figures A-1, A-2, A-3, have been
derived b	 the Martin Marietta Metrology Laboratory. 	 The graphsy	 Y
define the meter reading of brightness temperature that the Barnes
PRT-5 reads as a function of the actual brightness temperature.
i
I
This defines the calibration correction temperatures for the low
(LO), medium-(MED), and high (HI) ranges respectfully. 	 Two curves
are shown, one for a Colorado School of Mines (CSM), and one for a
Martin Marietta, Corporation (N=) instrument.
1
Two methods were used to establish the correction factors.
iFor temperatures below ambient temperature, a black body tempera-
i
ture equivalent was immersed in a dry ice and acetone controlled
for	 -half hour at each tempera-bath and allowed to stabilize	 one
'.	 i
ture measured.	 The temperature was monitored by a stem thermometer
calibrated by MC Metrology Laboratory and is traceable to N.B.S.
The method used to Establish ambient and above ambient temperatures
utilize a blackbody standard ttiat was allowed 	 to stabilize each
temperature for approximately one hour.	 The standard was calibra-
ted by MMC Metrology Laboratory and is traceable to N.B.S. 	 l	
i
i
2.2	 ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES OF PRT-5 BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
2.2.1	 General
t The measurements were written on field data sheets or
directly on topographic maps. 	 The only alteration of the raw
to ,^	 +
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data was the application of laboratory calibration correction
factors. The field data sheet lists measurements taken at a par-
ticular site and includes local time of day, the surface tempera-
ture of the water as measured with a YST mod 425C thermometer, the
brightness temperature, the appropriate lake position, and any
comments that describe surrounding conditions.
The map distributions have the corrected brightness tempera-
ture inserted. This conversion was accomplished by employing
appropriate laboratory calibrations, Figures A.1, A.2 or A.3.
2.2.2 Lake Pleasant, AZ, Field Data
Table A-VII lists various surface meteorological measurements,
surface water temperatures, and brightness temperatures.
2.2.3 Vallecito Reservoir, CO, Field Data
Table A-VIII lists ovl ,^ - the surface water temperatures and
brightness temperatures measured while in the boat -9 minutes to
+16 minutes of overpass.
2.2.4 Twin Lakes Reservoir and Independence Pass CO Field Data
Table AVIX list-,z t:irf c <: : eteorol i,ic,a? Measurements and
brightness temperature :rteasuref!tents taker: while in the boat from
-42 minutes to +12 minutes 4% overpass. Included is a brightness
temperature measurement taken at the- Tndependence Pais snow field
located about 2,300 ft (701 meters) above Twin Lakes Reservoir and
approximately 12 miles (20.92 km) to the west..
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WAT E R TEMPERATURE AND BRIGHT IN'ESS TEMOERATURE
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 Jun 3 1 707
EXPERIMENTER Kleen / Wormaa
a
INSTRUMENT Barnes PRT 5 (CSM)	 SER# 253	 (BZ 7Q-5)
YSI Mod, 4250 Thermometer
	 51^iZ
•C Thermometer/°F Psychrometer
TABLE A-VII, Pleasant hake Field Data Sheet
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WATER TEMPERATURE AND BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
RUN
TIME	 SURFACE	 ^BRIGl;TNESS	 LAKE
=MDT	 TEt'P.°C]	 `TEMP.	 [°C] R	 POSITION i	 COMMENTS
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°C_Thermometer
.LtkBLE a-VIII, Vallecito Reservoir Field Data Sheet
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WATER TEMPERATURE AND BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
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SITE Twin Lakes Reservoir,, CO	 MISSION	 FAIEP	 DATE	 nA-1 1 -73
EXPERIMENTER Worman,/ Jones/ Muhm
INSTRUMENT Barnes PRT 5 (CSM)	 SER# 253	 (19 20-5)
*C Thermometer
*F Psychrometer
TABLE A-VIX. Twin Laker, Reservoir Field Data Sheet
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3.0 I.S.C.O. SPECTRORADIOMETER CALIBRATION
The spectroradiometer was calibrated by viewing a standard
lamp, traceable to N.B.S., and Fdbsequently deriving a calibration
factor. The calibration factor, CF, is given by:
= SLI
CF 
F	 SRI
where SLI is the standard lamp intensity and SRI is the spectro-
radiometer raw intensity (output). Field data, SRI, is then multi-
plied by CF to give absolute intensity values of intensity. The
values of CF for ISCO SR. #30109 are shown in Figure A.4.
Wavelength calibration is verified by periodically, both in
the laboratory and field, inserting a Schott BG36 Filter in the
light path. BG36 known absorption bands, as given by Schott andOlt, as measured on a Beckman DK-2, are used to check the wavelength
re.-. -,se.
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